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-----NOTATION 

s.~" ,/~ Electric field intensity. (Vc.',_,i,~ ~f'~"l'>.t 

H Magnetic field int(msity" (Vf;C; t:>r) 

1> Dielectric displacement" (Ve.:;,tor) 

Flux density" (Vector)B .,. Conduction current density. (Vector) 

TJ. Total or compound currant density 0 

n Unit outward normalo (Vector) 

V" The Laplaciano 

Q. Acceleration o 	 (Vector) 

(Vector) 

Voltage or line voltageo 


Current or line current
0 

Total or compound current. 


Moment of Inertia. 


Impedance or series impedanceo 


Characteristic Impedance. 


Intrinsic Impedance. 


Impedivity. 


Resistance or aeries resistance per unit length. 


:::: a~ =: Radius of gyration. 


Reactance or se:cies reactance per unit 


Inductance or series lnductance per uui-t, length. 


Length or inductance per unit ,length. 


Mutual induotan.::<e
 u 

Spin magnetic momenta 


Bohr Magneton( e~eC ) 


Admittance or shunt admittance" 


Admi'ttivityo 


Conductance or shunt conductance per unit lengtha 


Gravitation constant (60670 ~t 0,,005 x 10~a d:rrne cm'4 grm""2) 


C 	 CapacitanQe or .shunt Qapacitance per unit length. 

c 	 Velocity of "ligbtll in vacuo .. 

Conductivity. 

Resistivityo 

"" a -t 1b =. exponen t of exed tation function A est 
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IE Permittivity. 

I~ Eccentricity of an ellipse. 

,P Permeability. 

w Angular velocity or frequency ~~+). 
Propagation function (exponent)=~ +\p per unit length. 

Magneto - gyric (or gyro-magnetic) ratio - electron. 

Attenuation function of Y 
Sommerfeld Fine Structure Constant (~c) 
Phase function of t 
Flux 

Velocity ratio ( ~ ) 

Relativistic transformation function 

~ Z Propagation function (exponent) 

x,y,z Rectangular co-ordinate axes. 

t Time or period. 

1; Rec'iprocal Hubble's Constant (H-') 

A Area. 

B =G(~)2 is the ratio of gravitational to electric force (electron) 

A Used for various functions and constants 

B defined at the appropriate place in the text. 

C 'I 

D II 

F Magnetomotove force or force generally. 


P = ( w~ )liI Mass or velocity transformation ratio. 


A Abbreviation of' Az, an infinitesimal length along z: axis. 


~ Velooity dif'ferenoe. 


Po Permeance. 


Ro Reluctance. 


N A general number or mass ratio. 


n Scalar integer. 


U,K,V,E Energies. 


V Volume. 


u,v,w Velocities (scalar) 


Vs Separation or reoession velooity. 


VreV) Apparent separation velocity (I.J - C. ). 


r Radius (variable) 


a A particular value of r, or semi-major axis. 


at Compton radius ~ c. 

~,e Compton radius of' electron. 
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b Semi-minor axis of ellipseo 

f Frequency (replaces v in particle pnysi,:\s)
I 

A Wavelength. 

Ac. Compton wavelength 

A (Capital Lambda.) Anomalous dispersion factor. 

h Planck/s constant~ 

=~ 
m Mass 

e Charge of the electron (e.s.u.) 

e' Charge of the electron (e.m.u.) = ~ 
P Momentum, either linear or angular. 

Q Area constant ( k .%'e ) 

~e Electron neutrino. 

V).l Muon neutrino 

e.v. Electron volt. 

M.e.>I • Million electron volts. 

13.e.v•. Billion electron volts. 

Coefficient of coupling or transformer coupling factor. 

(M r~ IS ) Anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. 

( ,...~ ) A ratio of radii. 

(~~:-~ ) A fine structure constant. 

Jb/'f.! where b, a,are semi-minor and major axes of ellipse. 

(rc )2 a velocity ratio (squared) where v< c 
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Summary. 

1. 	 For over 300 years the conflict between electromagnetic wave 
and particle theories has engaged the minds of physicists and 
mathematicians, t:ele cleavage being accentuated rather than reduced 
by the advent of wave mechanics. The classical electromagnetic 
theory of Maxwell, which has never claimed to be other than a linear, 
macroscopic theory, fails to explain the kno'lm, quantized, particle 
structure of the Universe and yet it provides an excellent fit to 
the experimental data at lower frequericies. 

2. 	 The linear electromagnetic equations, which ignore all higher 
order terms are, like the equation of S.H.M. applicable to the spring
supported mas~ and the pendulum, only true as the displacement tends 
to zero. By means of lasers it has recently been proved that optical 
media are amplitude non-linear. Nor is the vacuum an exception to 
this rule. The fact of Dirac/s vacuum state is amply supported by 
experimental evidence of electron-positron pair production and annihilation 
(Ref. 10, pp. 214 to 219). The vacuum can be ionized, to yield a pair, 
with a potential energy of 2 me C l ~ 1·02 HeIt. and this corresponds to the 
resonant peak of the dispersion characteristic. Optical photons with 
energies of only one to three eVe can produce virtual pairs in the 
phenomenon of light scattering by light, demonstration of which, in 
vacuo, awaits the inevitable development of more powerful lasers and 
x-ray-asers. 

3. 	 Perhaps least well known of all the anomalies are the contradications 
within the classical tHeory itself. 'l'hese are discussed at some length 
in this paper. 

4. 	 All these anomalies spring from the same root cause and in order 
to eliminate them a new unified theory of electromagnetism and gravity 
has been developed by the Author over the las t 1°years. 'rhis 
theory, which quantizes naturally and necessarily, removes all the known 
anomalies and yields Maxwell.ls equations as a very good approximation 
when the signal. frequency is so low compared with the nZitterbewegung" 
frequency of the electron that the use of differential wave equations 
introduces negligible error. This paper is a synopsis of a book which 
is soon to bepublishedo 

Microscopic Domain. 

5. 	 The historic conflict between wave and particle theories is well 
covered in the literature (e.g. Refs. 1 and 2). Electromagnetic 
theory evolved from the optical studies of Descartes, Snell, Fermat, 
:100ke, Grimaldi, Newton, Roemer, Bartholin, Huygens, Fresnel and others. 
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5. 	 continued. oo 

Isaac Newton (1642 ~ 1727) attempted unsuc,~essful1y to establisl: 
an association be'tween waves and oorpuar'!les w.i +.h his theory of 
Ilfits of easy reflection and easy transmission". Christiaan Huygens 
(1629 - 1695) sucoessfully explained refraotion and reflection by 
his principle that each surface element of a wave-front comprises 
a secondary point souroeo Augustin Fresnel (1788 - 1827) attempted 
to extend the wave theory of Huygens to an elastic aether capable of 
only transverse vibrations. The conoentrated efforts of many able 
scientists and mathematicians, such as POisson, Green, MacCullagh, 
Fo Neuman, Carl Neumann, Lord RayJ~eigh) Kil'chhoff and Lord Kelvin 
failed to establish a definite coherent theory of aether vibrations. 
Perhaps the most suocessful model was the vort~x-sponge. About 
1C73, James Cler.i:.. l"a:x:well created his famous tneory of electromagnetism 
(Ref. 3), which involved a "luminiferous aether" as a transmission 
system to oonvey and temporarily to store electromagnetic energy. 

6. 	 The electron theory of H, A. Lorentz created new conflicts. 
Firstly, Maxwell.ls electrodynamics demanded that the orbital electrons 
in atoms, becaUSe of their inward radial acceleration, should 
continuously radiate energy and fall into the nucleus. Secondly, 
statistical thermodynamics gave incorrect results for specific 
heats at low temperatures, leading to the unacceptable requirement 
for infinite total energy density. l'he latter problem was overcome 
in 1900 by Max Planck/s quantum theorY$ which Debye applied to specific 
heats with great success. This, together with Einstein/s explanation 
of the photo-electric effect in 1905) proved beyond doubt that radiation 
and absorption of electromagnetic energy o,;;.c.ur in quanta or photons 0 

Planck was greatly concerned by the implication of his own theory, 
tilat radiation itself would, therefore~ need to be discontinuous 
or quantized. He tried hard to evolve a less radical theory, which 
'.;auld per':li t continuous transmission and ab::'lorption, but he was 
unsuccessful. 

7. 	 Maxwell failed to explain the physical meaning of displacement 
current in vacuo" He s'.lll1Jnarized the s'.lbject of the aether as follows:
"But in all theoriea the questicm natm'ally 0 curs - if something is 
transmitted from one parth11e to ~;,nother at a distance, what is its 
conliition a.eter it has left the one particle and before it has reached 
the other? hence all these theories lead to the conception of aeoo 

medium in which the prclpagation takes .vlace "0 c and we ought to 
endeavour to construct a mental representation of all the d.etail of 
its actions and this has been my ccns-cant aim in this treatise ll 

" 

Sir Isaac Newton also rejected the idea of force at a distance in' a 
vacuwn. Although Einstein concluded from his Special Relativity 
rrheory that the exis tence Ol' a Maxwellian aether was superfluous, 
because an absolutely stationary space was unnecessary, it is 
generally considered that this does not constitute proof of its non
existence. The ident·ificatiQn of Dira·;:,/ s vacuum state with the 
Maxwellian aether 'nas a natural ~tepo Displacement current in 
vacuo must involve cl1ar£,e or virtual charge. All charge is quantized. 
If Maxwell/s theory provides an exact des0ription of the physics of the 
vacuum should it not also yield$ unaided. Planok/s theory, Bohr's 
frequency/energy relationship for atomic states, and Sohrl:)dinger's 
quantized wave equation? 

/30 •• 
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8. 	 At one period the VaCtUlIIl was consid8:ced to be the '1.uintessence 
of "nothingness II but now it appears that the "9.6.:fi..i!Uill is a plenum ~ 
the quintessence of abundanc e. In Dira(: I ,9 vat:n!um all negativa 
energy 1 states are occupied by negati'ti"8 energy~ negative mass 
electrons, whereas all the positive energy states are unoccupiedo 
When a negative energy electron is given a quantum of 2. me c ~ 
it is raised to a positive energy state and it leaves a "hole" 
which has the effec t of a particle with positive energy me c l 
and positive rest mass ~ but with positive charge (a positron). 
(Ref. 10, pp. 214 to 219). Therefore, the vacuum can be ionized 
by a potential (energy) of 

U· E.e.<l€ ': 2 me c'l. I . 0 '2. '2. Mev. 

- , 
rv 1·6 y. 10 ergs . 

••• (1) 

with 	an associated critical field of 

"j. c 3E erlt. ::. 2m rv 8·8276 )( /0 
tJ 

gauss, or 
e e., s. I.J • 	 V 0 (.,.. /c I'Y'\ 

,...J 	 'i2-64-1>4- I a'it ••• (2) 
vo I+- J/n'!e-fr e 

hwhere 2.1T a.c =' Ac = is the Compton wavelength of' the 
Me' electron/positron. 

Compare this ,vith the ionization potential of hydrogen. 

U o = 	 13-S e v. 

where is the First Bohr Radius o 

9. 	 At energy levels lovier than the vasuum ionization potential, 
two opposed photons can produce a virtual pairo With the annihilation 
of this virtual pair the photons go oft' in altered directions, 
displaying the effect of ~he scattering of> light by light - non
linear optics compared ,'lith Maxwell" s linear optics 0 This inherent 
non-linearity of material media has now been demonstrated by means 
of lasers (e.g .. Ref. 4, pabe 140, Refs. ') ani 6). Demonstration 
that the vacuwn is not an exception to the non<-linear rule awaits 
the development of higher-po',vered lasers, possibly II x-ray-asers II • 

The strongest magnetic fields that can now be produced by means of' 
super-conducting coils are in the order of 100,000 to 300,000 tsauss 
(see equation 2), It is not possible to demonstrate the vacuum 
ionization potential by an electrostatic rield because of 
the low work function of' metals even when cold, yielding coltl 
emission from the electrodes o 

/4 .... 



10. 	 The problem of gravity is well summarized by George Gamow 
(Ref. 7). He points out that Michael Faraday remained convinced 
that there must be some relation between gravit.Y~ electricity and 
magnetism, notwithstanding his repeated failure to find it$ 
He stressed that the theory of gravity stands in majestic isolation. 
In spite of many attempts, Einstein and those who have followed him 
have failed to establish any contact between gravity and Maxwell's 
electrodynrunics. In 1933 Neils Bohr raised the interesting question 
of the possible relation between neutrinos and gravitational waves. 
A few years ago Dirac succeeded in quantizing the graVitational 
field equations and gave us the graviton with spin 2 .. 

Macroscopic Domain. 

11. 	 Classical electromagnetic theory based on Maxwell/s equations 
is a macroscopic theory (Ref. 8, Page 2). In the light of recent 
experiments in non-linear optics, it is clear that it is also a small 
signal theory, strictly only true for infinit~simal displacements. 
However, with these two provisos, it is irue that no experimental 
evidence in the optical and radio-frequency spectra has proved 
Maxwell/s equations to be sensibly in error. Thi~ is hardly 
surpr~s~ng. For frequencies appreciably less than the electron 
"Zitterbewegung" frequency~-

2. me C 
'1. 

2.4-71,2.5'6,38 )( 101..0 c. ps.
h 

the correction factor to the phase function (for example) as yielded 
by the new theory is a pure number J\ only very slightly less than 
unity:

Because all experimental data is statistical and prone to error, 
consistency with such data is a necessary but insufficient criterion 
for testing the accuracy of a theoryo In the present case the 
experimental errors are many orders greater than the theoretical 
errors. 

12. 	 Setting aside the numerical error, dissatisfaction is principally 
confined to· our inability, satisfactorily to represent Maxwell/s equations 
in the form of an equivalent transmission nebvork~ Quite often, in 
the literature, attempts have cleen made to represent Maxwell l s 
equations for plane wave propagatj.on in the form of an equivalent 
transmission' line) but with strange and bewildering results. To 
those who might object to the use of transmission line concepts 
in a field theory-cum-particle analysis, attention is drawn to a 
most significant correlation betweEln the transmission line equations 
and the Lorentz Transformations (Appendix "Etf)o It is 'also 
of significance t.hat the anomalies inhere:"t in the classical field 
theory are also disclosed in a rigorous analysis of the transmission 
line compared with Kelvin's tll'elegraphers 2quations ll In addition,• 

the inte,rpretation of t:ne point fune tion forms leads to anomalies 0 

/5 .•• 
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13. 	 Maxwell1s equations for an infinite, h"ll1ogeneou8~ isotropic 
medium with zero free charge are 

0'\7xE -.;U lli 	 •• (6)"" 
d t 

\lxH = (6 t € %'t )E ••• (7) 

\7·E :: 0 ••• (8) 

V'. H ::; 0 ••• (9) 

and taking the special case of a plane wave with the direction of 
propagation coincident with the z axis of rectangular co-ordinates, 
defined by unit outward normal vectorn, the vector algebra manipulation 
as shown in Appendix "All, yields the equations for harmonic excitation:

which are usually then compared with the transmission line scalar 
equati~ns. 

J>_'L::: -zr 	 ••• (12) 
Jz 

= - YV 


to yield the following dubious equivalentso 

Field Equations 

Function 

Transmission Line 

Function DirectionI1.irectioll 

- 0 

)(± z ± x 

Shunt current yv 
Line current I H 	 n 

± x ± x 

Series impedance 

(6 ..... ~w E) E 

"Impedivity" ± x 
± .z 

<.0 +- i WAR + i..wL 

!IAdmittivity"Shunt admittance ± x 
0 

± x\.wC .. t W 6G + d t

o 

'with an associated prototype half-circuit diagram:~ 
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FIGURE 1 	
l. 

14-. It should be emphasized that the use of a plane wave analysis 
is in no way restrictive, because any field configuration can be 
produced by the super-position of the requisite number of plane 
waves having suitable amplitudes, phase and polarization to suit the 
boundary conditions. 

15. The following questions spring to mind:

a) 	 Why is it that the line current equivalent (H)i( n) flows 
across the wavefront in the sa:ne direction as, and superimposed 
upon the shunt current of density (d f. iw~E. Should not Max-nell I s 
equations yield the complex resultant of these currents? In the 
transmission line they are at right an,sles. 

b) 	 Why is it that in an isotropic, homogeneous linear medium which, 
by definition, is described by three constants <1, e:, and~, 
there is finite conductivi ty in the :tx (lirection as shown by the 
shunt current "admittivi ty" .:5 + ~(.oIc(f'or a general medium having 
conductivity), but tb.at the series "impedivity" 14jM, which is 
measured in the same direction :!:x, exhibits zero resistivity 
instead of ~." n ? 

c) 	 Why does the shunt "admittivitytl not include a reciprocal inductive 
term and why does the series" impedivitylt not include reciprocal 
conductivity and permittivity terms? 

The Impedance/Admittance of the Medium. 

16. 	 The basic problem is that of' correctly defining the impedance 
("impedivi ty") or aili;1ittanC(3 ("admittivi tyll) of the meJ.ium. MarvVell 
stated that the ;nedium is, in 6eneral, homogeneous, isotropic, linear 
and is described by threE:: olectro;nagrw ,~i ,; :i:l:, ht':l ~ / E //11. Hi~ 

pr'oJ:,we:l tv.o equations, the first (eqn 6) was Faraday's law of 
electromagnetic induction and the ~:econrl (eqqo 7) was a form of' 
Ampere)s Law. These he derived from the time variation of the 
electrostatic, magnetostatic and DoC 0 mllIl/S Law equations (Ref. 3, 
Articles 608, 609, 614):

eQ.(14)0 E E 

e ".uH .0.(15) 

J = dE 	 ••• ( -16) 

/7 ... 
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16. 	 Continued••• 

He carried over these steady'-state egu.aHons into the time-varying 
domain without modification (e"gu a wire exhibits a pure resistance 
to steady-state D.C. but a complex impedance to A.Co) 

17. 	 In order simultaneously to solve his two equations «6) and (7») 
in three unknowns E, Hand '7" (the "true ll or total current density) 
he required a third equation relating e: and TX. Clearly, the 
required equation is a generalized form of Ohm s Law for time
varying fields. 

• •• (17) 

where '!j = admittivity (analogous to conductivity, permittivity and 
permeability) 

Is there any way of obtaining the correct expression for the admittivity 
of the medium except by some form of network theory? Is it driving 
point, transfer or characteristic admittivity? In 1873, Maxwell 
did not possess the relatively moder::l and powerful tool called 
Network Analysis/Synthesis and it appears that he chose the incorrect 
solution. Using modern notation but otherwise quoting verbatim from 
Ref. 3, Article 611 .... "since both:r and D depend on the electromotive 
intensity I!:, we may express the true current"" in terms of the 
electromotive intensity, thus " ..... " 

., •• (18) 

In how many ways may one variable depend on another? 

18. 	 To those who may wish to deny that equivalent network theory has 
a legitimate place in wave/particle theory, it is suggested that, even 
if Maxwell was unaware of the need for a 4-terminal prototype network, 
he must have seen'in his mind's eye a parallel cirouit, like Figure 2, 

. in order to justify his decision to add the current densities,,' 

,';f 
" 

jl 

tr'" 

, 0DI ...----------..,. 

\It 

E 

FIGURE 2 	 /8" •• 




18. 	 Continued••• 

But where is the inductive term? He wa.s wlii\ll aware that the time=' 
varying magnetic field produced by his htrue!1 current represented a 
time-dependent storage of energy~ imparting to the phenomenon the 
inductive effect correctly specified by his first equation (eqn. 6). 
What, apparently, he failed to ~ppreciate was that a back-eomt. of 

, self-induction must also be taken into a.c'count in determining the 
relation between the "true" current density :r'" and the driving-point 
field intensity E' , so that all three c.onstants.d, ~ and..M, appear 
in the expression for ~. . 

19. 	 The argument has been suggested to the Author that the reason why 
the inductive term is missing is that the circular lines of magnetic 
flux arising from each current filament exactly cancel out their neighbours. 
Clearly this is not a valid argument for two reasons:~ 

a) 	 It is impossible to achieve in~phase$ equal amplitude excitation 
throughout infinite spaceo 

b) 	 Even if such excitation were possible the situation does not 

describe a wave phenomenon. 


20. 	 However, it is not necessary to introduce new arguments to prove 
that there is an ihductive term missing from the current equation. 
Maxwell/s equations themselves can be used to prove this point and, 
therefore, to prove that. they are mutually incompatible. The problem 
of solving the admittivity term ~ can be avoided by leaving Maxwell's 
equations in the following form, which for small signals in the 
macroscopic domain are sensibly correct (see eqns. 6, 7, 8 and 9). 

= -,-M ~ ..... ( 19)Jt 
v'JH TIL 000(20) 

V·E 0 	 •• (21)0 

V' H >::> 0 	 .... (22) 

where J '1- is the "true" or total current density which, for harmonic 
excitation is complex, in generaL Multiplying (20) by the scalar 
constantM, taking the ourl of (19) and eliminating" x B by means of 
(20) 	we get: 

\1 'I. 	 (VxEj 

but 

identically, 

and the first 1:erm of the right~hancl side vanishes in virtue of (21), 
hence, equation (23) becomes:



20. 	 Continued••• 

where 72.... %.. + ~1. + )f.;.l. is the Laplacian 

21. 	 Now, for plane wave propagation in the direction of the z axis 
the vectors E and H are constant in direction and magnitude over the 
x, y plane (tne validity of a plane wave analysis has already been 
discussed). Hence, equation (24)· becomes:= 

Integrating (25) with respect to z, bearing in mind that these are 
partial derivatives and that T is a function of both E and t I 

cl E =-.» ~f T)L dz +- (+u~c+i en of t ) ••• (26)J z Jt 

Now (26) must be true for all values ofE including zero, therefore, 
when E =0, r =0 and its integral is constant. The function of 
t must, therefore, be zero (constant)o Clearly 

••• (27) 

is the aggregate compound current S!leet contained wi thin the 
differential interval dz, tIlerefore, finally, 

which should be compared with .the expression derived for ·a distributed 
circuit inductance (eQgo Refo 9, page 17)0 

d i= n 
This proves that the medium is inductiveo 

22. 	 The final anomally to merit consideration is that of the point 
function forms of Maxwell's equations 0 As that eminent authority 
J. A. Stratton points out (Refo 8~ ppo 2~ 3) cla£sical electromagnetic 
theory is essentially a macroscopic theory because there is a quantized 
particle structure associated with electricity and magnetism, to the 
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22. 	 Continued••• 

dimensions of which it is impossible to proceed without failure of 
the theory. Stratton suggests that the macroscopic element of 
volume must contain an enormous m1JD.b~r of' atoms and he proposes 
a limit of one-tenth of a millimetre as the smallest admissible 
element of length. For example, charge density is defined as 
the average charge per unit volume in the neighbourhood of a point. 
In a strict sense this cannot be defined as a continuous, analytic 
function of position because the volume element~~vcannot approach 
zero without limito Electrons are finite and quantized. On the 
other hand the functions divergence and curl are pure math~matical 
limits to which the integrals per unit volume and area, respectively, 
tend as the volume and area tend to zero. Clearly, an approximation 
is involved in these forms (eqns. 6, 7, 8 and 9) and the new theory 
defines it. 

The New Theorz. 

23. 	 The basic problem has been shown to be the determination of the 
relationsl1ip between E and ::rlCin a representative volumetric model•. 
The new theory obtains an equivalent 4~terminal network by means of the 
well-established Field Cell Theory (eog. Ref.11). Because the 
equivalent "lumped circuit" elements have no real "terminals!! it is 
necessary to impose a discipline on the form of excitation, and this, 
traditiLonally, is a plane wave (paragraph 11!-) 0 The excitation function 
will be taken as the general exponential function (Ref. 9, page 28). 

Ae st 

24. 	 Consider a rectangular volume within a plane wave, orientated along 
the co-ordinate axes, as in Figu~e }e 

7GURE 3 


By the methods des<rribed in the literature, the following relationships 
may be written down:~ 

ConductanC6o 

Gr = 

/110 •• 




~ 11 	 = 

24. Continuedo •• 

Capacitance. 

c 
••• (31) 

Inductance 0 

L = 

rhe least obvious of these relationships (eqno 32) may also be 
obtained by two quite different methods described in the literature. 
Firstly, by the concept of metal sheet transmission lines (Refo 11, 
page 177) and secondly, by the definition of' reluctance and permeance 
which is equally applicable to non-ferromagnetic media (Ref. 11, 
pages 251 etc.) 

25. 	 It will be noted thatj although Gs C and L are all of the same 
form, per~uni t square (Ll x ::: 6. '1 ), G arid sCare admittances but s L 
is an impedance. They will, therefore, appear in combination, 
typically, as follows~-

z. + 

and the resultant impedance of the cell changes qualitatively as well 
as quantitatively asAz is changed~ Therefore, even when the medium 
is intrinsically isotropic and homogeneous it possessed volumetric 
inhomogeneity in terms of cell impedanC'eo For this reason? the 
choice ofAz is far from arbitraryo The quantized~ particle nature 
of the Universe demands that .::lz may not be allowed to go to zero 
without encountering some cut=off criterion Signif'icantly, G, 
C and L vanish simultaneously in the limi t~ 4 z "" 00 No electromagnetic 
process can occur'at a mathematical point, which has position but no 
magnitude A 4-terminal network must have finite dimensions o 

o 

0 

26. 	 ,Hth no component of' E in the direction of propagation z and. with 
all the current flowing in the plane of the wave-,front j it is reasonable 
to assume that elementary current sheetsa.re magnetically coupledo The 
simplest concept is, therefore~ tw;~ adja<:.ent; cells which are magnetically 
coupled, as in Figure 40 

/12000 
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26. Continued••• 

[N.B. 	 For simplicity of notationAz will ba written asAin the 

following analysis.] 


The terminals of the equivalent network represent the electromagnetic 
centroids of the cells and the o7erall le?lgth 1 is exactly twice the 
electrical length A ~ The associated ~"'terminal, transformer-coupled 
network is shown in Figure 50 

1. 

0 G 0 
I 

~ (0L, k (c) ll.~ P 

t, ~ 	 ~ El. 

G, [1. 	 L;'t. 

27. 	 However, a transformer is essentially a high-pass or band-pass 
device and experimental evidence indioates that a low-pss response is 
required. There is, at present, no evidence of a low-frequency cut
off. (e.g. gravitational waves of period""· ::: 4,,133 X 1<17 seoonds 
- the reciprocal HubbIes Constant ~ are propagated), It, therefore, 
follows that both magnetic and electric couplings are requiredo A 
trans.former may be represented in the form of a "Til section equivalent 
for the purpose of circuit analysis and the two forms of coupling can 
be combined in the equivalent arrangement given in Figure 60 

r 	 t 
o---------0uQuuu'--------~~--------~uOou~~-----------O 

L-M 	 I L-M 
~MCJ. 

E, 

'LC 

k...-u 6. 
..AAD. 

1.(' 

coupling or coupling factor with value 

where: 

M Mutual inductance : 
L-M = Leakage inductance = 

K = I~I; Coefficient of 

= 

o..:::::..k<1 

1 
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27. Continued••• 

Clearly a coupling factor k less thiw u':.;.). tyi:s nsc:e':';i.3ary because the 
two cells cannot be coincident in l:'1pac€! The leakage inductance 
accounts for coupling to adjacent oelU:j (pa:~:i..::;lea) and hence is 
associated with propagation, whereas, trIe ID'J.tual inductance accounts 
for internal magnetic coupling within the cell (particle) necessary 
for the maintenance of oscillationsu The choice of notation 
( L. - /'1 -::::.,...u A ) has been made so that a direct transition to 
Maxwell's equations is possible at a later stage. 

28. 	 The final equiValent itT" section network can now be given:
, (Figure 7). 


£. 

2-,,-------0 

().------.---------------.--..-------------.--------,..--,-··---....,0
"'"""-_._ .. 	 ",•. 2._.............. " ..- ..•._._---_._--_.__...-.....- A .-------....-.-...,-- ._-,.,....---,-.. ,,,...- ...,

where: . __E . L~..u.f2. E "7 

I2a ::: kX~ +
'l.Yt:.. 

••• (34) 

X..o.2b =-	 000(35) 

X = s;u 	 .... (36) 

y 	 $ (;= d + 	 "$0(37) 

s = a + i b 	 and for harmonic, real frequency excitation 
(Ref 0 9). So'" ~ w 

,29. The analysis of this cireuit new conforms to the standard method, 
involving circuit parameters A, B, G. D, where in this case:

AD- ae. ::::- (passivity) 

A = 1) (symmetry) 

In the interest of brevity the detailed working will be omitted. 
(For an exoellent treatment of the theory and method see Ref .. 9). 
The results may be surnmarized~-~ 

A: D + 
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29. Continued••• 

• •• (41) 


C :: 
••• (42) 

coah!7= A = D ••• (43) 

'2 7.a+ 
2.h ••• (44) 

where e = 8 1:. 

and .R. = propagation path length. 

+ ••• (45) 


(N.B. The intrinsic impedance q is used in preference to the 
charaoteristic impedanoe Zo ). 

The propagation fUnction and intrinsic impedance may be expanded for . 	 \ 

c1ar~ty:-

sinh ¥..f :: J8 ( = k + I I Je I + '1. k) + xY .&:."L 

'l )( YCl.1.. 

... (46) 

30. 	 The network is a low-pass filter whose ~ut-off criteria may be 
determined for a 10ssles8 medium (d ~ 0) as shown in Ref. 9, p. 208). 

tQt)h 2. e :::: Jll. :::; / 
::. 	 ••• (48)(~y- = 	 A'L I - A""i 0 

Z 0(. 

::.with solution 	 A 1:: j 

~hence, from (40) 

2~ 
:::. 0 Of' - 2

ZQ 



) 

30. 


31. 


32. 


Continuede$~ 

leading to eoo ( J'-0') 

and 

••• (51) 

where J for harmonic excitation X Yc.:..\= - W'LA E L::.. 't. 

and defining 

v 2 
:. I (general medium) ••• (52)-At 

(t ; (vacuum) ••• (53) 
Moto 

the cut-off criteria for the vacuum are~ 

'lIT ~1 • :. WA ;::> L 0----x- c 

'2.11 A ::. ~2. ==T C JI +- '1./<. 

The first criterion shows that» a.t all finite frequencies greater 
than zero CD. C.), cut-=off occurs ·,'·her. .8 :;;; "0' Alternatively, if A 
is non-zero/then the solution yields W:::. 0 This result is of great0 

importance in that it emphasizes the fundamental fact concerning the 
minimum dimension of the cello Ify because of the convenience 
inherent in the use of dif'ferent.ial equations 1 the dimension A (ioso.6z) 
is made to proceed to the mathematica.l limi.t zeI'o~ then, for any 
frequency, the network cuts-off and no propagation can occur. A 
4-terminal network ca.nnot exist at a mathematical point~ there must 
be space enough for separate input and outP1..<t functions. The 
microscopic process depends on particles wh:l.ch ar~ finite and 
quanti~edo Differential equation solutions must, therefore, be 
considered as approximations, valid only at wavelengths appreciably 
greater than the minimum value of A. , yet to -be aetermined Q Equation 
54 discloses another si,;.;nificant fac.to As trle limit is approached, 
there are two waves ~ the radiated wcve~ whic:,h is radial (wavelength A) 
and a circumferential or spin wave (wavelength 21l~ which is everywhere 
normal to the radius A Therefore, t.J may be looked upon not only0 

as a circular frequency but also a:n an angula.r veloeity such that the 
velocity w.o.is at right ang1es to the rad.ial dimension, Evaluation 
of the second cut-off criterion requires the determination of the 
coupling factor k, whi.ch will soon be. undertaken.. 

Equations 46 a.nd 47 may be re=arranged as follows ~ 

sinh ~1 = fiiC ~ 2. A [XY'" J I + (I 4- 1.. ~l()( y,=:'::.L~ 
I -I- 1." )( Y At 0<>0(56) 
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32. 	 Continued••• 

'1 :: 	If "" %.j 1+-(' of- 2 k J ( 'I- Y A 1. ) ••• (57) 

where j + (I + 1 K)( X Y A'")J\ 
1+ 1..k X yo. .... 

is the correction factor for the propagation function (a pure number) 

and the impedance correction factor is the ~umerator of /\ 

NOW, from Figure 4, ~: ln, so that equation 56 may be divided through 
by ~ to yield a left-hand side. 

and Limit sinh 't.! .::. '(1 (which will lat~r be seen to be 
lfi~o approximately valid. Note that 

there is no uroblem of "terminal ll 

inter0onJlection at spacing A) 

therefore, the limiting value of 56 is 

and the limiting value of 57 is 

33. 	 Now if we temporarily ignore the partir:le structure of the vacuum 
and, as an approximation, allow A to become exactly zero, equations .59 
and 60 degrade to the 1laxwellian solutions ~ 

'6 ,:; jx y 

., 00 (62) 

"lfuich may be expanded, for harmonic excitation, into the familiar forms:

/17 ••• 
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33. Continued••• 


¥:=: 01. 4 t {J ::Ji W.,M. Cd + : w f) 


6' +-	 {We ••• (64) 

The manipulation of these equations to suit various situations has 
been Well covered in the literature but for ease of reference some 
general forms are given in Appendix "Blio It will·be observed that 
the' approximation, which, on the surface may appear to be trivial, 
in fact causes the mutual inductance M in Figure 6 to vanish (the 
missing inductive term) yielding a network based on the half-section 
shown in Figure 1. All the'macroscopic anomalies have, therefore, 
been 	explained.. 

34. 	 The correction factor A, being a function ofW, converts the 
Maxwellian propagation function into one which describes a dispersive 
medium. However, free space (the vacuum) does not aPfarentlY display 
dispersive properties even at the highest frequencies has anyone" ever 
measured the propagation function for gamma rays?) Therefore, it 
will be necessary to find the conditions under which A is sensibly 
independent of "0, (the reason for identifying lo rather than i\ will 
be obvious at a later stage)o . 

35. 	 Considering only harmonic excitation in the vacuum, we may 
define:

- p 

where c I t Xo ) 1lI"a IF' 1.1t A= JM.E:. Ao 

hence J /- (I -I 21<)PA 

-'2.KP 


and 

-t(1 -2kP)[C1 + LK)PJ 

) I - (I + l K) P 


allover 
(I-'lIcP)'l. 

Now if P is negligibly small compared wit,h unity and k is a number 
between a and 1:

~ (\ + l.k.)p 4-kP o 
(zero slope corresponds to ~() independencE!) 6 

/18 .... 
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35. 	 Continued••• 

whence., diving by P and solving for k 

Ie :: ..!£ 
(hence, eqn. 55 becomes P = 1/2) 

It is meaningful to relate this transformer coupling factor to the 
Fermion spin quantum number 1/2 which is applicable to the electron 
and positron. There is every reason to believe that k is a constant 
for each particle, therefore eqno 66 may be simplified., provided P 
is negligibly small compared with unity, as follows:

J\ 	 = J ,- 'l.P 
••• (69), - p 

From the theory of small numbers, if P is very small 

-p 
1\ -- p 

-pe .... (70) 

and clearly, for values of P greater than zero 

1\ -< 
36. 	 For the vacuum, the following Maxwellian functions, with 

subscripts zero, may nOw be definedo 

and from equations 56, 57, 59, 60 and 69~ 

= A}xy 

" • * 

remembering that A is a pure number only very slightly less than 
unitYQ (A:> As)o 

/19 ..... 



37. 	 The correction factor A;; t.herAfore \~auaeiS th~ Maxwellian value 
of wavelength to be very slightly incre!l:~ed. and the phase funotiol1 to 
be very slightly decreased Q Pha.s€! v~J.ce~, is defined as . 

v 

and the correction factor, in decreasingfi , causes the phase velocity 
to increase. Moreover, P is' an increasing function of w, for A 

constant (as it turns out to be) so that an increase in W causes the 
phase velocity to increase~ 

dv > 0 and 	 oo/w 	 < 
Group velocity is defined a3 

u ::;:. v - A J v 
JA 

and by eqn. 76 dv is negative, therefore~ u).v 
&,\ 

Therefore, the vacuum is "anomalously" dispersive, as in the case 
of conduoting media (Refo 8, ppo 321 to 340 and Ref. 11, pp. 356) 
and is oharacterised by the inequality~'= 

(this is hardly surprising for a Fermi sea of negative energy~negative 
mass electrons or other smaller charged parti:::les)0 

38. 	 The frequency response of the network, which has this required low-
pass characteristic, 'has been plotted in FIgure 8, in non-dimensional 
units of propagation function ratio and intrinsic impedance ratio:

A 

It will be noted that the Ma:xwel1i.a.n valu€!3 apply almost at the origin, 
excluding the case 1\1= 0, which is the first cut~off criterion. (eqne 54) 

39. 	 The curves of Figure 0, have two interpretations because P is a 
function of two variables 6 and W~-

a) 	 Fore. constant at the minimum value determined by the microscopic 
struoture of the vacumn state (yet to be detennined) the frequenoy 
response of the vacuum is given between the limits P = 0 to 005, 
where P =(¥)'l.as in equation 65" and all frequencies less than 
the cut-off frequency w '!;;...s.... can radiate • .o.n 
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39. 	 Continued••• 

b) 	 For 00 constant at the maximumlral,'le detsrmined by the ground-state 
oscillation of the fundamente~ partied!,:, *~ the curves represent 
the field relationships plotted along the radius of the particle, 
from the centre (p = 0) outwards 0 'rhe syst€:m is conservative. 

40. 	 Consider first the cut-off condi tiona vii thin the electron/positron. 
The relevant known data for the electron is analysed in Appendix "c" 
and may be summarized as follows:

} k. 
M s ::: [rr Q'1. 

= 1.001161 ± 0.00001 ••• (80) 

is the "anomalous ll magnetic moment of the electron 
spin. 

:: eat is the Bohr Magneton 

and a., is the Compton radius. 

-
r 

'" ':. It = Jk~ I . 11<:" at. at. 
IT 

0 •• (82) 

C{ ::: K a., 
.... (83) 

R = Q 

hK. 
: a, 

T =' 
r-

IT 
ia the Radius of Gyration. 

o •• (84) 

Q c == h 
1..".. 

=:: -L 
Mt C 0 .... (85) 

WJ:. ::: 1 rY\f C 

1\ 

1. - 1.c. 
Q(. 

QfI J A'1 :; h. 
"l.. 

.... (86) 

W2- R. :. C 
ou(87) 

!f:[Footnot€!= e.g. w1 ::: '2 m~ is the tre,nbling fJotion fre'luency or 
"Zitterbewegung" (SchrlHinger) of -I;he electron/positron clerived 
from the vacuum ionization potential energy (equo 1). Other 
fundruaental particles will have frequ.enc.ies proportional to tXleir 
masses.] 

/21 ••• 
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40. Continued~ •• 


For the circumferential or spin wave > (j~t~·<)f'f' o.;:,<mrs whe0 ~ ,= 


p 
-'88'0 ... \ ) 

On the assumption that II:) ~ Wz. 

r.: = -'2.. 

••• (89) 

or..e ::: 1A::: r, is the effective t!electrical '1 radius associated with 
the Bohr Magenton and is the RMS value of the Compton Radius. Cut-off 
occurs for the spin wave which has a longer wavelength ()';z.) than has . 
the radial wave. Therefore, the radial wave is in the stop-band and 
experiences gain. By the use of spherical wave analysJ..s, (Appendix 
IIDII) and a comparison of Lorentz Transformations with the transmission 
line equations, (Appendix liEU), it can be shown that the radial wave 
cut-off criterion is 

A = ~ 
B ••• (90) 

hence 

~ - W ~. :::; 1t.-
c. 48' c 
0.. :. ~A ~ a. cAo = 

1.r=r 

and h ::. '2. .\.~ '1.Jl 
,,\ -z 

~ 

IIh 
Therefore, when the spin wave is at cut~'off the;radial wave "phase shift!! 
is 

-c. 4-
u 

but 

if ''2 {-! }.. .
A ::: /'V ( ,-'1618 eo 0(92) 

(t)~ (t =- /·2712.4- )
and 

't = 1\ L In
1... 

~ (() 1..L 
)0 ""'" I-

h. 
,...... 

- 0( 0 .. (93) 

/2280 0 
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40. 	 Continued••• 

which is negative attenuation, or g~.E: F.I,;~ shown in Figure 8 .. 

41. 	 The shortest wavelength that can be generated and radiated by 
the electron is the Compton wavlength. Ac;' 1. ,,,\ 'Z. for electron/positron 
annihilation gamma rays, therefore: 

Wt::. = 
c 7.Jl: 

or 	 p = .L 
8 ... 0(94) 

whence: A ~ o' t:t q 	 ... (95) 

so that the propagation and impedance functions approach very nearly 
to the Maxwellian values. As P decreaseS with increasing wavelength, 
1\ rapidly 'approaches unity 0 For A smaller than R/~ J\ is more 
nearly equal to unity. 

42. However, it is clear that propagation must occur not in a "Fermi 
sea" consisting solely of negative energy electrons, but also in the 
"infra-plasma ll or aether from which such electrons are constructed. 
Electrons should, therefore, be considered as a first order vorticity 
in the infra-plasma (a "vortex sponge" ~- ref. 1) u It is. of importance 
to recall that the theory advanced by Lorentz about 1892, was a theory 
of "electrons", like those of Weber, Riemann and Clausius, in which all 
electrodynamical phenomena were ascribed to the agency of moving 
electric charges, experiencing forces in a magnetic field, proportional 
to their velocities, and communicating these forces to the "ponderable 
matter" with which they are associated The principal feature by whicho 

the Lorentz theory differed from the thec.ries of Weber, Riemann and 
Clausius, and from Lorentz' own earlier work, lay in the conception of 
propagation of influence betvreen electrons In the older writingsu 

the electrons were assumed to be capable of act-i.ng on each other at a 
distance with forces depending on their l\harges, mutual distances and 
velocities, but in his later memoire, the electrons were supposed to 
interact not directly with each other (force at a distance) but with 
the medium in which they were embedded o Tc', this medium was ascribed 
the properties characteristic of MaxweJ..:/s aethero It will be 
called the infra~plasma. (the plasma below the electron structure). 

43. 	 At this stage it is of importance to note that the same cut-off 
criterion can be obtained by means of plasma~wave amplification theory, 

I 	 which is well supported by experimental evidenceo (eago) Reta 12 - the 
electron-wave tube - AoVo Haeffo) Haeff also attributed to this cause 
the beaming of RoF. energy from the sun" during sun spots and also 
hitherto unexplained high noise in certain types of radio tubes, 
including magnetrons. The-equation is: 

- ± L + 
.... (96) 
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43. 	 Continued••• 

where: '" p = t JI!' . : I is the n&tux,,1 p l<5ma f'requonoy. 

e :; 	charge-to-mass ratio of plasma particle .. 
m 

d = average charge density of plasmao 

€ = dielectric constant of plasma 

¥ = propagation function o 

v = arithmetic mean velocity of the two beams. 

S = ve.locity difference such that Vo =V + & and II b = V - ~ 

The cut-off criterion is: 

••• (97) 

and compares with equations 55, 88 and 890 If the Zitterbewegung 
frequenoy IV-z is the na'tural plasma frequency,41::-lV,and eqn. 97 becomes 

.... (98) 

( V is the RMS value of d ) 

But we wish to compare the radial distance with. R :; lAin . Figure 80 

.. . = 

and this spin velocity at radius r :; ..e ~ 2. A is .lIc, as shown in 
Figure 8, hence: 

= 

44. 	 This natural plasma frequency is also referred to in Ref .. 8, 
Page 327, where Ne :; charge densityo In the la.tter reference 
it is also stated that an electromagnetic wave is propagated in an 
electron atmosphere without attenuation and with a phase velocity 
greater than c. 

45. The plasma wave theory depends on the existence of differential 
D.C. plasma ,velocities VOl. and Vb Theref'ore, the electron must have0 

differential circulating currents on either sid~ of the radius 

/24.0. 



~5. 	 Continued••• 

r ~,or in a suitable frams of :c~fe:t"en("a~ oounte:r.~rotating cut'rents. 
This is consistent with the existence of' the magnetic dipole moment .. 

46. 	 It is now necessary to clarify the meaning of the anomalous 
dispersion (eqn. 78) in relation to the relativistic transformation 
of the infra-plasma particles. It is generally agreed that the 
energy is propagated at the group velocity u and that the phase 
velocity v has nothing to do with propagation except to define 
the phase relationships of the various parts of the wave. The 
de Broglie relationship is well coveredih the literature (e.g. Ref. 10, 
page 37) but it refers to a II normally!! dispersive medium,; 

J, - (~)1. 	 .... (100) 

yielding the de Broglie result:~ 

t :me ~f 

h::0.\ 
rYlV 

:: 
,-1. 

V 	 =: +~ 	 - tJ(·"t)(~) 
whence:

2
uv :::: c 
.... ( 101 ) 

and V > c. > u 	 ••• (102) 

~7. For the "anomalously" dispersive vacuum~ the situation is, as 
sketched in Figure 9, from which it may be deduced that, for uniform 
enerl,tY distribution~ the ratio of energies in the two nboxes" (1) 
and (2) is 

= :::L 
u 

whence, collecting terms f'rom equations 74. 75 and 103 and assuming 
that 

•... 
C :: !, XI'> ..... (10~) 

v:: ,,0<1(105) 

u.( 106)U :: 
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4-7. 	 Continued••• 

uc = V 'I. 	 ..., (107) 

f 
:. :L =- ~ :. ]A 	 .... (108)

U+0 V 

:: 
00.(109)

Ao A).. 

and by comparison with the de Broglie analysis it is required that: 

I'YI v\. '=. h+0 .... (110), 

A :- 12.- .... (111)
I"rIC 

U ::. .co X -: 	 v1. 
.... (112)(:T~)(~) :: 

C. 

48. 	 The de Broglie analysis must now be re-worked to fit these 
results, as follows:

E = 	 t71c 
1. 

= Moe. 
l 

J/- ¢'l .... (113) 

is the particle energy: the particle moving at a velocity w 

..... ( 114-) 

It is now neoessary to express the group velocity u in terms of Ao 
instead ,of A " 

_(Ail) t (d{ )( d ~.,)u = V -AcJv 
1\ dX~ dT(fA 

_... (115) 
and cih. = cl {~f.) :: A 

d ) 
A being sensibly independent of Aunder the conditions specified in the 
solution of equation 67 (Leo P <==<. 1 and k =~) Therefore,0 

U :: 

.... .,(116) 

Differentiating 113 wcrotQ Aoinstead of A 

Mil c1. dr 

but from 116, 

::::: 



48. Continued••• 

dividing by the veloci ty wand separating variables 

::: 

'and integrating 

::: 

and the left-hand side is me~, from eqno 113, so that, substituting 
~o =" A. 

A ,.. h 
t-nc (~) ••• (118) 

now, from 110 and 108, 

mv = .bL. = h~ u :- b.f u :: Jd.. 
V vl.. U C c. 

and 1:L = v = A 
me f 

therefore, the required value of w is obtained by setting the braeketted 
term of 118 to be unityo 

fA u :: 

cp w ..... (119) 

Now c) = 	 wand uc = v 1. , therefore, 
e 

= vrJA" 
butJi\= e from 108. 


.. v. 
w =JVC "H(120) 


andt =.!!. 

e =Jr-

Summarizing: 

u 
= (~J = (~lc 
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4-9. Referring back to equations 110~ i1'1~ 112, it will be noted that 
the propagation wavelength}, is now identified with the de Broglie 
wavelength of a photon travelling at an effective velocity c but it 
is also the Compton wavelength of a !ipard,oletl whose relativistic mass 
is m and both ill and mo can be finituo Thi~ is a particularly pleasing 
result in that it frees the de Broglie waves from the stigma of being 
II'different" from "ordinary waves" 0 (Ref 0 10, page 38). As will be 
seen later the ratios (122) are so near unity that, with one notable 
exception, the dlfferences could remain undectected. 

50. This relativistic transformation may be expressed in terms of P. 

~o ;; j I _ (~) 1 N 
• eo (123) 

and N :: l Jrk: - (NoB. Imaginary mass) 

whence, from 69 

2N 

••• (124-) 


but ff is negative and N is imaginary 

•.• P f""\.. 

but INI2« INI because INI is very small 

.-. P ~ +' 21NI 
,..., 

+ 2.1~ 

51. From 122 

f - IQ.. - = (~r' - I (v;,)+ c.... 

but 

J.L - I =- ~ - VS(ul - I -/
C c c. A 

and (~) ~ - I - (f -I)(¥: ~ J) 
but ~ "" I and the difference term controIs the value towards the limit, 

c. 

~ 

•• (t-)1. - J 

henc'e, 

A - VS{IJ) ~ 1. V>Iv) 


t 
 -C 
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50. 	 Continued•• 0 

where, 

Vs(u) 	= u - c 

-, 


Vs(v) :: V - C Jare separation velocities. 

Vs(w) :: W - C 

52. 	 The principle enunciated in 1842, by Christian Doppler (Ref. 1, 
page 415) is tha.t the motion of a source of "lighttt relative to an 
observer modifies the period of the disturbance which is received 
by him, thus:

1- t ::: c. ± Vs= ••• (127)-to T c. 

From 103 and 108: 10 .: JL 

" 
= ¥.


T 	 = J:c. 
therefore: 

c+ vs = v .... (128) 

and the effective If separation veloci ty" 

vs :: V - C :: V .I' tV} 	 .... (129) 

53. 	 Appendix ifF" discusses the controversial sub,ject of Extra-galactic 
Red Shift and the Expanding Univ.ers~postulateo Because there are 
several independent methods of evaluating PandA, ,which, unfortunately, 
cannoi; be included in, this short .tlaper, it has been: found possible'to 
arrive at the following relationships. 

A 	 = ..0(130) 

where: 


cf.. = ~u:: Ace is the Zitterbewegung wavelength. 

1. 

Ace = ComptoF wavelength of the electron 


c~ =A,~ = Compton wavelength of the graviton
. 
, 

or wavelength of Einstein's finite Universe. 
~ 103 x 1<J1° Light Years Q 

t' .- H-1 	 is the reciprocal Hubble Constant ourrently given as 
approximately 4.133 x 1<J1 7 seconds 0 

c. "t = 1. C. M is the Schwarzschild Singularity. 

2.11" c'L 


,M = mass of a finite Universe::tlo6kz,n .. 


but from 122 and 126 


A = VS luI .!L 
c ~ - Ic. 
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53. 	 Continued••• 

and from 123 

_N'1. = V = Vs (vi = I 
~-	 fl\T 


therefore, from 126 

_ "2. N'LA 

and pa z 4- N 1 ~ 2. A 

i.e. 

1 VS{u) ~ (rn:~X~~c) ~ ~e 
c. 

••• (132) 

where me electron/positron rest masso= 

= graviton rest mass. 

~. The most accurate determination of P comes from an analysis of all 
the known particles which~elds a pair of equations: 

tn, n k ..-me 'l.QI. 
00>.(133) 

..m..s. h::: 
me "L 0(. k + " •• (134) 

where n is an integer or reciprocal integer starting at 1/861 and 
finishing at ~ .. 

1<.+ = -0( +-j04..1.~ 	 0 .. 992,729,334,866,,0. 

J* 
is Sommerfeld/s Fine Structure Constant 

IV l.J 6 'a" x. 69 

Two sets of results, based on slightly different derivations of k4., 
are given in Tables 1 and 2Q 

55. 	 It appears from this~ that the electron comprises two sub-particles 
or virtual particles in mutual orbit but in some form of stable 
pscillatory mode such that, at any instant one of these particles is 
travelling at the veloeity required. to yield the relativistic mass 
known as the eiectron "rest" mass (m.) and the other particle is 
experiencing the combined relativistic. transformation involving both 
the latter factor and Po Because~ in the latter, the particle 
is travelling faster than c it acquires imaginary mass, which behaves 

/30 ..... 



55. Continued.C$ 

like charge. These two virtual particl~s change plaoes each cycle. 
The "reduced mass" of these particles is 

m :::. oo! Uh. 

'2. 
 YY\t~M .... 

yielding 

p .l!l ='1.e. ••• (136) 

56. The following num~rical results are thus obtained 

me 

and, assuming that the intermediate particle is the electron neutrino 

p = 

Masses. 

Electron neutrino = 
Muon neutrino = 
Graviton = 

Electrical Length of Cello 

- 1.1 
10 c. M.A = 

which should be compared with~~ 

3-3 

from 1/ x 

CI'V\. 

1.
c..1'I"I. 

as obtained for the electron neutrino in the Savannah River experiment. 

57. On theoretical grounds there is reason to believe that the mass of 
the neutrino should be zero One of the original arguments for the twoo 

component 'neutrino theory was that it gives a natural reason for the 
vanishing of the neutrino masso There is strong experimental evidence 
that the lUass of the electron neutrino is very small or zero, but there 
is not such good evidence for the muon neutrino The best informationo 

about the mass of 'lie comes from the measurement of the end point of 
the tri,tium beta decay speotrum (Ref 0 10" page 356) 0 This yields a 
limit 

700 e.,v. 



57. 	 Continued ••• 

The two-component theory yields a limit 

'L 0 0 e. v.< 
hence 

and could be zero 

which is consistent with 105 x 10-19 from P, but more accurate 

experimental evidence is required. 


58. 	 Applications of the relativistic transformation for velocity w)c 
yield mass-to-charge or charge-to-mass transformations. The 
charge-to-mass ratio of the infra-plasma is the same as that of 
the electron-positron, therefore~ the charge for the electron 
neutrino is given by the ratio" 

ey~ 	 1050906 X 10-19 

e -= 

I 

The present limit for the charge of the eleotron neutrino is giv~n in 
the literature as: 

eo. (141) 

The infra-plasma, therefore, appears to contain electron neutrinos. 

59. 	 Finally, the equations yield a corrected value for Hubbl~s 
Constant (reciprocal): . 

:: == 

compared with the currently accepted value of 

't' =- 4~ 133 x 1rj17 seconds 0 

but it is necessary to stress that the ';raIL'';> of Hubble~ Constant has 
been progressively increased over a m;unber of years and is still 
possibly inaccurate. 

60. 	 The physical interpretation of Extra~GalB.ctic Red Shift does not, 
therefore, require. the Universe to be ecpandingo .It has been shown 
that an electron spin wave -::an exhibit the anomalous dispersion required 
by the propagation functiono If all physical forces, electric, 
magnetio and gravitational, are assUIDBd to ari.se from the same cause 
the momentum impulse derived from the exchange of infra~·plasma particles 
- then there must also be a dynamic explanation of Extra=~alactic Red 
Shift. Assume a continuous flow of infra·~plasma particles (e og. 
gravitons) frOm the eye of each vortexial system, where they are 
"sucked in" by the "low pressure", to the periphery, impelled by 
centrif'ugal force, where they escape af-l;er having achieved the required 
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60. Continued o • e 

relativistic mass and velocity. (evg" at P :::100 on Figure 8)0 
But escape is only virtual because the sy8tsm is conservative 
in that angular momentum and energy 0!-mn;:t; both be consarved in 
this process. Hence, electrostati{\~ magnetostatic and gravitational 
conservative fields are explicabl.eo In a manner quite analogous 
to meson fields, the gravitons can be exormnged between particles 
whose graviton de Broglie wave fields overlap (a definition of the 
extent of the Universe)o It will, therefore, be assumed that angular 
momentum must be oonserved when g:ravi tons are ejected froill electrons/ 
positrons. 

61. Angular momentum is 

where I is the moment of inertiao It is shown in Appendix C that the 
mass of the electron is effectively located at the Radius of Gyration 
R ::: a.. and 

T 

c. 

Consider, now, another velocity component for the electron rest mass, of 
magnitude "SCy) which is the separation velocity, directed oppositely 
to the electron spin angular velocity, such that in the laboratory 
(Universal) fr~le of refsrence the resultant spin velocity is exactly 
c (eqn. 145). The component of angular momentum associated with this 
velocity V.LV) will be equated to the angular momentum of the gravi ton, 
departing at the "particle" velocity w ::; Ive as in equation 120. 
It will be assumed that rotation is of non=slip ("cartwheel lt 

) type 
yielding the velocity/radii relations o 

v 
? 

J~ = .rar
e. r

and the angular momenta illay be derived, aR follows: ~J 

Graviton. 

Rest mass = ms 
Angular velocity (tentatively) 

Radius of gyration :;;; % 

0"0 angular momentum I'] W = 

Electron. 

Rest mass ::: me 

Gravi ton achieves escape veloei ty and departs at Gte :::::- 2 R '" 52 r 
Tangential separation velocity V Sty) 

http:explicabl.eo


--

61. Continued••• 

me r VS (V):. angular momentum 

By the principle of the conservation of momentum 

= 
therefore, 

M'j 
:::. (~)( Vs 

C. 
f:i.j ) 	 00.(148)

me 
but .r::.. :...£.. ~ 

C\ 	 v 

:. m VS (V) ~ V J (Il) ...... ?~ 	 A 
YVle. c. l.c.. L 

but from equations 131 and 132\\ 

rYl9 p1.. 'LA 
me 

and in order to correct for this~ the graviton must possess a spin 
exactly 4 times that of the electron, ioe" 

Fermions - Spin 1/2 

Photons - Spin 1 

Gravitons - Spin 2 

which is in agreei,lent irlth DiraGls quantized gravitational field equations .. 

62. 	 It will, therefore, be seen that re\;8ssion or the effect hitherto 
ascribed to an expanding Universe may alternatively be explained in terms 
of the reactive, negative spin (lOmponent of the negative energy electrons 
and electron neutrinQs of the Vac.l.lUIll pr')uuced by the process of 
electromagnetic radiatioDo The exc :parti'71es are. either gravi tons 

, th t . I . t . . rl + d ( j\ th' tI J'·.j;Por some 0 er par1C es yet 0 De :l~en';:i ... le €logo ae er~ons " 
In the step~by=step process of transferring energy in the direction of 
propagattion (Huygen's Principl~) asauming a close-packed vacuum state, 
this negative component c·f spin ve1')'::'i ty will be cumulative, in effect, 
and the linear increaSEr in appare!!1 separation velc.:;ity with-distance 
accords with Hu.bble's Constant (Appendi.x ':Fjj)" 

where J is an integral number of Compton wavelengths c 

63. 	 In the theory of the expanding Universe all wavelengths are 
doubled when . V s ;:. C. 



63. 	 Continuedo.~ 

Presumably. a relative 'iie10'~J,t,y¥ l>,:"~q6{l :.?H,: pd.rti3 of' the Un.iverse, 
greater than the speed of w,.:"d ·t~;~X!";ole:r.'able9 and henoe the 
limit of Einstein};;; finit,e' Unic.ye::,!':1,! a a rlid.ius c'C o In the :r~ew theory, 
however, this process of !'und('wn 1.n photon frequency and corresponding 
increase in wavelength~ :is L,nearly dependent on distance and can, 
therefore, continue to the !,'u:.::-'theat' extremity of the Universe. The 
limit will occur wheri th6\'iaireleng~',h ::'~ad increased to the gravi ton 
wavelength ct, when the ph: Lon will then be absorbedmto the 
gravitational field. provided it has ~ot already been absorbed at 
some intermediate wavelength .in thp form of a signal or heat. The 
expanding Universe theory I:ilSI.:' 0l.aims "to ex:plain why the night sky is 
not a blaze of light from the larg;5 m.unber of stars in the Universe. 
The present theory explains thi::; by the pr<.:gressive increase in photon 
wavelength wi th distance~ au"h, tha.t <:1\2 ,;riginal light energy from 
very distant sources arrives at thj_s planet as back-ground cosmic 
noise energy in the radio-!"regu",n;.:JY spe,:'trum and below. ~Unfortunately, 

it will not be possible to C0l!lpare th"" two theories beyond the 
distance c.'t because violet light will have become infra-red over this 
distance and, by ei ther the.cry~ the Universe beyond c.1: is invisible 
(assuming that the original I),V" x'~'ra.y and gamma-ray energies are all 
absorbed long before this)" It is ind.:>ed a strange coincidence 
that the visible spectrum' i,e a,1.mof;t eXF.ic4~ly 2 ~ 1 in wavelength and this 
is the Red Shift obtained :Lr. diS1;an;;1A c.1:' For the gamma-ray photons,0 

yielded by electron/positron pair annihila.tion" to run down to the 
, graviton wavelength, a distance ~ 8 required~= 

I O~1 ..... (1.50)= 

64. 	 In conclusion~ it has bf:tlL'lr!. 8h(\w~,:', that mass ratios have both real 
and imaginary roots because relativistic:; yelQcities can exceed co If 
all forces are assumed to be ca'~'[:led, by the momentum impulses produced 
by the exchange of small parti~:;;la,a (Ref" 10~ Page 303L although these 
may not be the same pal'ti.cles f(,r all fcr;:;es~ then one might anticipate 
the following permutations f.t'Qlll .tm and 1:. L m 

(gra"lfitational attraction = positive mass)(1) 	 Tw.o + m 

(gx'avitational attraction ,~ negative mass)(2) 	 Two - m 

(3) 	 One + m 
F'I -.One = m 	 ( tatlcna1. repulsion = unlike masses) 

Two + i. rYl (€I::' e', tri:: repuls ion "' two positive charges) 

•Two - I.M (elf<!,'~ri(. repulsion = twc negative charges)Fs- .. 

(6) 	 One + irn 
Onf.3_L~.. (~leotric attraction unlike charges) 

(7) 	 One + m • 'l
F-, ::: tmQne + 1m 	 (Magn,:d;;i" a.ttra.ction ~ spin coupling +)

,..u r \. 

( 8) 	 One + m 
One ~ \m spin coupling -) 

/3.5 ••• 
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64. Continuedo •• 

(9) One - m • 'I.. 
.:::;Fq - l f'YIOne + '~m (Magnet,:: r'\'!pul~ion = negative mass)~ 

(10) One - m t rfI \. 
/=10One - 't n'I ::: (Magnetic attraction - negative mass) 

~r'l. 

with appropriate choice of constants to allow for charge/mass ratios 
and particle masses, this is a comprehensive list of physical forces. 
It will be noted that electric and magnetic forces are in quadrature, 
like B and HQ 



APPENDIX nAil 

TRANSMISSION LINE FORM OF MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

1. 	 Maxwell's ~quatio~s for a homogeneous, isotropic, medium 
having no free charge, are:-

VxE :: -folli 	 ••• ( 1 ) 

d t 

V~ H (6 ••• (2)= + el-)E
elt 

"V·E - , 0 	 ••• (3) 

::::: 0 	 ••• (4)'V'H 
2. 	 A plane wave analysis may be used and is in no way restrictive 

because the linear nature of these equations permits any general field 
configuration to be produced by the super-position of the requisite 
number of plane waves, having suitable amplitudes, phase and 
polarization to suit the boundary conditions. (Ref. 8, pp. 360, 361). 
For a plane wave aligned with a rectangular co-ordinate system such 
that, at each instant, the vectors Band H are constant in direction 
and magnitude over the x, y planes, the direction of propagation is 
along the z axis, which also coincides with the unit vector n, 
normal to the wavefront, the plane of constant phase, whence: 

3. Therefore, for example, 

. \ 
l,L 

Jx: 

but, 

x. E + n )( 

and for the constant n 


) }JYz::: 0 

o 

.0 
 ••• (6).L. (t'I )(. e)

h. 

and 


••• (7)v~H :0 nltW = ~("~H) = (6+ 6-h)E 
similarly: 

'V'E n. ~E:; = 	 :: 0.1...(n.E} 	 ••• (8)
~'Z. ~"Z. 

yr- .... 	 :::= n. ~ 
~'Z. 
H = hen-H) 0 	 • •• (9) 

4. Multiplying both sides of equation 6 vectorially by n: 

nx(nx dE ) :::; n x (-~ a~~ ) = .-M ~ H xnT"i: d t 
but 1 (H 1\n) :: aH '/. n U )( In

IT di 	 /2 ..• 
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4. Continued••• 

oand n is independent of t .o. 

.. 	 tt (H Y- n)· 
::;.. " ~ (n " ~ Ii: ) = # dH )( h t«l{H"n) ••• ( 10) · d-:z.. 	 atJt 

5. Expanding the left-hand side of equation 10 

n x (n )( dE) = (n . dE) n (n.n) dE 
&z, d"Z ,)'2. 

and from equation 8 the first term of the right-hand side is zero 

..· 
• •• ( 11) 

and combining 10 and 11 

••• (12) 

With similar treatment, equation 7 yields 

- (6 + ~ 1..) EJt 	 .... (13) 

6. For harmonic eXcitation1t=iwand equations 12 and 13 become 

.... ( 14) 

••• (15) 

which are usually compared with the partial scalar derivative.s of the 
transmission line equations: 

d V ::: zr ••• (16)J"Z. 

~I 	 = - yv ••• ( 17) 
Jz 


to yield the dubious equivalents: 


V E" 	 ••• (18),-..J 

.......,
I Hltf"l 	 ••• (19) 

Z. 	 .--r o +- i W,AA ••• (20) 

,....., + i w €6' 	 ••• (21)Y 



APPENDIX liB" 

APPROXIMATE MACROSCOPIC SOLUTIONS 

Equations and Identities. 

I 
+ 	 '1..YA ••• ( 1 ) 

Z,b = X A 	 ••• (2) 

X 	 : S~ (exponential exoitation)
= AA ~t (differential form) ••• (3)J _ 	 t~~ (harmonic excitation) 

y 6' + '; t 
;:: cr' f ,9,-{t 1/ 

:: d + I wp 

It J 
Z ::: X (no real term) ••• (5) 

~ ::: Jz y ot + l f3 ••• (6)::0 

f/ ~ if- : r + t:&. 	 ••• (7) 

••• (8)'t1:: z. 
••• (9)')( - YT-

Differential Forms - Line Scalars. 

~E ;:: 21 :- )(qr ••• (10)a, 
':: ~E:"U YE 	 ••• ( 11) 

J2. '7 

d'1. E ':' ... '6'a. E
'tf{ U 	 ••• ( 12)~'Z.

.) 'Z. " 

a 	 ;:: ;r'l.r8 - ~.) E 	 ••• (13)d "Z. '\,. ytTi 

Differential Forms - Field Vectors. 

6E: = - Z I't ::: -'r1 I 'I 	 ••• (14)"12 
U)( 
~"Z. 

= - YE = -Vtzr:: 	 ••• (15) 

~1~ = - 3-rz U'lf - ¥t. E 	 ••• (16)
d 7.."L dZ 

~'a.I)I. ;:: ••• (17)- 'K/1 li' :::. ~1. I ~ 
az.."l. ~-;z 

/2 ••• 
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where ••• (18) 

is the compound current contained in the distance interval dz, 
which is equivalent to "line current" of the transmission line 
equations. Therefore, from 15 and 18 

YE ••• (19) 

or 

the generalized form of Ohm's Law for the field, and ~ is the 
generalized or compound current density. 

Point Fungtion Forms. 
I 

ZH ••• (20) 

VxH YE ••• (21) 

Equation 20 refers to a back - e.m.f. or "volts drop" along the tiline" 
cau::led by the flow of "line current" H x D, whereas 21 refers to a 
driving function or forward e.m.f. producing a flow of current density 
:r! These are generalized forms of Ohm's Law for time-varying fields 
and may be represented in scalar form as 

z.r ••• (22) 


J">l = YE ••• (23) 




APPENDIX ne" 

ELECTRON/POSITRON EQUATIONS 

1. 	 Applying Bohr's first postulate to the spin angular momentum 
of the electron (Uhlenbech and Goudsmit - 1~25) 

p :. -+- -1::; er-<3' sec. 
2. 	 • •• (1) 

and the spin magnetic moment is 

Ms = k, Mg 	 ••• (2) 

:. ;:where MB ~ e Qc: is the Bohr Magneton 

7.. WI't C 2" 


= 9.27 x 10>;11 erg/gauss 


~ct., l-	 is the Compton Radius '211"mtc. 	 ~ 
"I. 

Ms 	 ..2L.. O''J'l~~ + . . 
::. = [I +k, 	 111.

and 

1"'" 	 1118 

= 10001161 ± 0.00001 

is Sommerfeld's Fine Structure Constant • 

... 
• •• (3) 

2. 	 However, a second expression for the electron spin magnetic 
moment can be derived from first principles. ~et the electron charge 
be confined to a circular line source spinning at a radius r = a, then 
the quantity of charge passing a given point in unit time is the 
effective current: 

I :: ne :: = T = ••• (4) 
(e..r. v.)

(where t is the period of one orbit) 

noting the important fact that the current I is independent of radius. 


Now expressing I in a.m.u. and leaving e in e.s.u. in order to be 

compatible with the previous equations: 


I :0 	 e w ••• (5)
21r c... 

but, by definition (e.g. Ref. 11, page 160) the magnetic moment of 
a current loop, irrespective of its shape, is 

M. 1:4 ••• (6) 

... 
• •• (7) 

/2 ••• 
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2. Continued••• 


Equations 3 and 7 may now be combined: 


•". 
1<1 et 
1 yv'I~ C. 

.".(8) 
m~ 

As a check on dimensions 

I "Va'Ll -= Ivai = I~ I 
{M-::~ (I ~ , = 

/. / ~~ / = I~, 
and it is clear tl~t 8 may be used in e.s.u. or e.mou. because e 
has been eliminated. 

3. 	 It is most significant that 8 is a classical kinematic equation 
and the right-hand side is a constant. Ignoring k I 

1. -Ih 
C ~ 	 Fee-	 = 00. (9) 

which is an area per second constant, and immediately we are reminded 
of the Areal Velocity Law of Johannes Kepler (1609) - the constant 
rate at which the area ofa planetary orbit is swept out by the 
radius vector. The electron is a small planetary system. 

Now v ; WQ is the orbital velocity within the torrus and, from 8 

a. '= k,~- (10)
M"V 

"0 

The zero point energy of a quantUm-mechanical harmonic oscillator is 
(Ref. 10, page 151) 

••• (11) 


and qy equating this to the rest mass energy of the electron we obtain 

••• (12)~ 
at 

whioh is the IIZitterbewegungll or trembling motion frequency of the 
free electron first studied by Schr8dinger using Dirac's relativistic 
quantum-mechanioal wave equations for the electron. 

/3... 
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4. 	 Continued••• 

Now combining equations 8 and 12 to eliminate me 

V 1.. :- r:v a.)'L ::- l. k,c.'t 

V ::Of' 	 (± j 'l 1<:1 

••• (13) 

,...,noting that C CR.-M_S.) V 

and combining 10 and 13 

C\.. ;- 1<: I t :: 	 at
J~I rtI~ C 	 ••• (14)k 

5. 	 Now, from 2 
Mrs = e~ 

1

and it is clear that this magnetic moment is produced by the same 
charge that produces Ms, also that the effective current I is 
independent of radius. Therefore, assigning a radius r to ME 
as in 7. 

HI} ::= et :;. e Q, =- IlI'r
'I. 

:: elAJ"'\- ••• (15)
2 VI'! ,e 1. 1<: 


but HX ,: k,

H 13 


. 	 ':c Ie::. I.. l~) 1 


,. a
::or 	 ••• ( 16) 
[;"1 

and from 14, 

~ :: N a, 

.. .. r = I . tic :. a.c/4- Jk. 	 JL 
••• (17) 

in other words, r is the RMS value of the radius for which the 
Compton Radius is the maximum value. This confirms that there are 
both radial and circumferential standing waves. 

6. 	 As shown in the literature (e.g. Ref. 10, pp. 54, 80) the 
magneto-gyric ratio (more frequently, incorrectly called the gyromagnetic 
ratio) for the electron spin, which is approximately twice that for 
atomic orbital motion, is given by combining eqns. 1 and 3 • 

••• (18) 

/4... 
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6. Continued••• 

as given by Dirac's relativistic quantum theory. The "anomalous" 
magnetic moment tl correction factor k, was shown to be necessary by 
P. Kusch and H. M. Foley (1947) and by S. H. Koenig, A. G. Prodell 
and P. Kusch ,1952). However, the factor of 2 difference between 
spin and orbital ratios follows at once from the present analysis. 
From 1, 7 and 8. 

f = I ..... iN :: Hr 

'Ire 
·ce'VaYffi = lc ) K, e 

'l.
MeWa 

1 I< \ 
.,. li 

1.. 
••• ( 19) 

where 
r ..... :: .E

LV 
'::. Meal. 

'2 "I = ri'lt fl 
't. ••• (20) 

and 
Q "" a ••• (21)

[l;1 
is the Radius of Gyration - the radius at which the total mass would 
have to be concentrated in order to yield ,the same moment of inertia 
rm. ' 

Combining 14 and 21 

••• (22) 


is exactly half the Compton Radius. Therefore, from 12 and 22 

W"Z. R = c. 

(constant) 	 ••• (23) 

and this might be taken as the definition of the so-called "speed of 
Jjght". 

7. 	 When an electron/positron pair annihilate, two ganumray photons 
are produced which depart in opposite directions. The energy of 
each photon is m",'I.because the ionization energy is 21'rlt' \ but a photon 
is a Boson (obeys Bose-Einstein statistics - spin 1~) therefore, 
its de Broglie wavelength is 

A :: h-rYle ( 	 ••• (24) 

::obtained from I')') <t C 
1-

-=- ~w ~ 
... A :- l. :: ~, 	 ••• (25)

""'e c.. 
which is both the Compton Wavelength and the de Broglie wavelength 
of the "particle" or photon. This suggests, that at the instant 
of departure from the electron the effective radius of the charge torrus 
15 the Compton Radiu5 (Q. d. Hence, the "es'cape velocity to infini tytt 
from the eleotron is 

/5 .•• 
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7. Continued••• 

• •• (26) 

This checks with equation 17 that the Compton Radius is the 
maximum value of radius for which the RMS value is r and is 
consistent with the existence of both radial and spin standing 
waves. It can also be shown that the escape velocity coinoides 
with the cancellation of the electrostatic attraotive force 
between 'outer tQrrU8 and nucleus by the magnetio repulsive 
~orce generated by two equal and opposite currents, but this rather 
lengtly analysis is beyond the scope of this short p~per. 

Clearly, in order that two photons shall be able to depart in opposite 
directions at the "speed of light" in th~ laboratory frame of reference, 
it is necessAr,Y that their relative separation velooity shall be 
2e at the inatant of electron/positron annihilation. This suggests 
a reason why photons are Boaons instead of Fermions. 



APPENDIX liD fI 

SPHERICAL i."AVES 

1. 	 There are various approaches to the d~termination of a 
standing-wave system applicable to the aethero Perhaps the 
simplest approach which yields a first order solution is given by 
a spherical wave analysiso That this is justified as an 
approximation is demonstrated by the Liquid Drop Model for 
a~omic nuclei (Ref. 10, page 296)0 

2. 	 The electric and magnetic dipole and multipole moments of 
nuclei are quantizedo In particular~ the electric quadrupole 
moment is intimately r~lated to the nuclear form factor. The 
qua~e moment is zero for spherical s~netryo For a prolate 
ellipsoid of revolution (equatorial radius smaller than polar 
radius) the nuclear electric quadrupole moment is positive, 
whereas a negative moment corresponds to an oblate ellipsoid. 

3. 	 In what follows, the medium is the aether or infra-plasma, 
out of which the electrons are created by vorticityo Consider 
a homogeneous, isotropic sphere of radius "a" embedded in a 
homogeneods, isotropic medium of infinite extent. Considering 
only the electric modes, the field has a radial component of E 
and the ma9netic vector is always perpendicular to the radius 
vector. ~Ref 8, page 554). Therefore, there must be a0 

distribution of electric charge on the surface of the sphere to 
yield the correct boundary conditiono The transcendental equation 
is: 

[NeL,lNe)1 
I 

.All. [eb(~{e) ] I 

= 

MINl. j h eN e) 	 h~) ( e ) 

000(1) 

where 

::e 3'1. a 

N 	 :: ~1. 
cr, 	 ::: propagation function for the spherec 

:: propagation function for surrounding medium¥1. 

4. 	 Now, setting aside the problera of excitation, consider the 
rather unusual situationwhen >11 ;:-)"1. The sphere is now simply a 
surface defined mathematically by the radius, but there is no 
physical interface (ignoring the surface charge). Equation 1 
becomes: 



5. 	 Interest is confined to the first order el.ectric mode for n" I 

so that the half order spherical Bessel functions become: 

P", + t (e) = 

(there i8 a term n""-I in the numerator 
of all other terms) 

80 tha.t 

i.e 
e 

whence, the right-hand side of equation 2 becomes 

le 1 - e - l 
e + i. "".(5) 

6. 	 From the general expression for the integral Bessel Function j~(9) 

elIte) = [tA:J{e -11) - ~ sWt{e -il-)] 

[ej,(e)]' = [I +~] 5~(e-Ir) - ~ (e- -IT ) (.40 

j, (9) ~(e-iT) - P l~Ce-';)e e'L 

but (e - It) = 


~ (e - Tr) = 


yielding, as a. final solution of equation 2 for n:::; I 

(8 -.. ~ I ) of ~ e - e 
e - f "41\ 9- e of L 

which s~mplifies to~ 

i e+~ e = 
e t '2. i 
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7. For a lossless medium like the v'acuum 

(negative going wave) 

and tan (- t J! Q) ::; 

but tan (- "l {S 0.) :: 

'". , 

1.- (JI).. ••• (9) 

with solution by computer, 

(30.. = 0~796,812,130 

It will be seen that the phase shift at the surface of the sphere 
is somewhat greater than 1L = 00785400 The ratio is 

4

100146 ••• (11) 

thereforeBy definition, 

which checks with the value for A in Appendix fiE". 



APPENDIX "E" 

LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION AND T~=TR4t'JSMlliSIQN LINE EQUATIO~~ 

1. 	 Lorentz is stated to be the first, to show that Maxwell's 
equations are invariant under hyperbolic. transformation 

but not under Galilean transformation 

z':::z.-vt 
t J 	 J::. t 

This 	is not strictly true because the transformation in question 
had been applied to the equation of vibratory motion many years 
before by Voigt (GBtt. Nacho 1887 page 41). 

2. 	 In the present analysis it is a basic postulate that 
electromagnetic propagation must be capable of representation by 
an exact formulation of a transmission network derived from an 
adequate equivalent circuit analysiso It should, therefore, be 
possible to obtain correlation between the transmission line equations 
and the Lorentz transformations. 

3. 	 It is sometimes overlooked that the theory advanced by Lorentz 
from 1892 onwards was, like those theories of Weber, Riemann and 
Clausius, a theorY of "electrons". That is to say, all electrodynamical 
phenomena are ascribed to the agency of moving electric charges which 
are supposed to experience forces in a magnetic field proportional to 
their velocities and to communicate these forces to the "ponderable 
matter" with which they are associated o The principal feature by 
which the Lorentz theory differed from the theories of Weber, Riemann 
and Clausius and from Lorentz' own earlier work, lies in the conception 
of propagation of influence between electrons o In the older'writings, 
the electrons were assumed to be capable of aqting on each other at a 
distance with forces depending on their charges) mutual distances 
and ve~ocities, but in his later memoire the electrons were supposed 
to interact~ not directly with each other, but with the medium in 
which they are embeddedo To this medium was ascribed the properties 
characteristic of Maxwell's aether, 

4. Lorentz first attempted to employ a Galilean transformation 
which had to neglect quanti ties of higher order than the first in Y{ 
After this, Lorentz developed a tranaformation which is exact to all 
values of the quantity ~ This theory is well described in the0 

liter4iture and with particular clari.ty in Ref" 1, page 440 onwards. 

5. 	 The transformation i.s based simply on the equation of the 
rectangular hyperbola (eqn. 1) which, in the plane of the variables 
z and t, remains unaltered when any pair of conJugate diameters is . 
taken as new axes and a new unit of length is taken proportional to 
the length of either of these diameters. The equations of transformation 
are thus found to be 

/2000 

http:clari.ty
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5. 	 Continued. o • 

z, == Z'J. (... t:r:Y'" e + 	 c. t'l. S ~~ e 
z'/.~e + s ..:.n ( etl = t'l. 	 C 000(4) 

(';:),.:Ij'l..1 )C,:}C'I.) 

where e is a constant which will be written as )f A • 

The simpler equations previously given by Lorentz may be derived 
from these by wri ting -n for tanh a and by neglecting powers of 
~ above the first .. 

6. 	 The formal similarity between these equations and the hyperbolic 
form of the transmission line equations demands attention: 

E I 
:. f'l ~ e -t r'l. 2." r~e 

e o .(5) 

l:\.. eI, = Il. ~ e + '!.~l. 	 00<>(6)
'%.0 

and to create identities the following relationships must hold:

(electric field == distance) 900(7) 

(electric current .. time) ... (8) 

(characteristic impedance ~ velocity of light) 00.(9) 

expressing (7) and (8) as ratios~-
E _ "Z.. 

v 	 (a velocity)Y - t 

but, from network theory, under image-matched conditions~-

t=, ::: ::: 	 ~= Zt.Z. "l. 	 ZD
II I'l.. 

and combining this with (9), 


:- C
"20 :: V 

This indicates that the souroe of' electromagneti0 energy (particle 
or photon) is always travelling at an al,rerage velocity equal to ti;le 
"speed of light" 0 (vide Einstein's s8!::,ond postulate) 0 

7. For free spacs j the relationship 9 yields~ 
C. - J- JM:t. 

A. :: 

t. ::- )/C"'-	 J 
which result is only valid in Electromagnetic Units (eomou,,) and these 
results indicate that the source of radiation is a charged particle, 
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7. 	 Continued••• 

travelling at the speed of lighto This means that there is no 
such thing as electrostatic charge The force produced by what is0 

believed to be a static charge in eosouo is~ therefore, in fact 
the force produced by a charge moving at the speed of light, i.e. 

eele 
••• (14) 

where 	e = charge in e.s.u. 

e' = charge in eomou. 


and this factual relationship is now explicable. 

8. 	 How can th~s be explai:1ed in a given frame of reference, when 
charge appears to be stationary when subjected to macroscopic 
measurements? There is only one satisfactory explanation - the 
charge' is spinning at a very small radius at the speed of light. 
This spinning charg~ constitutes a current and the magnetic moment 
of the electron is proof of its existence o Hence: 

v 
C = t ••• ( 15) 

because the direction of motion of charge is always at right angles 
to the macroscopic direction of propagation. From equations (.3) 
and (4) 

sinh e 

cosh 	e .oe(17) 

tanh S ': ¢ 
whence, in vacuum 

but tanh i)( :: ~ fa,., ~ (in general) 

0 
00 -i a ",' pA ;. 

anef f!6. .: t 
•.. D. = (f)( A,) - t-

0 ... (21) 

where ~ is the abbreviation for ~7, an elemental length in the 
direction of propagation, 

and ..e ~ 
••• (22) 

1400. 



9. 	 In summary, the propagation along a transmission line takes 
plaoe in the field surrounding the lines, the waves within the 
wires themselves representing a component of 108so This 
propagation consists of continuously repeated transformations 
of the Lorentz form, from the laboratory frame of reference to 
microscopic spinning systems (particles) and the reverse process. 
The peripheral velocity of the spinning system is equal to the 
"speed of light". In other words:~ transmission is transformation. 

10. 	 It is of considerable interest to record that at the time the 
author derived this relationship (1960-61) while in the U.S.A., a 
colleague, Ltr. S. Ro Deards at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, 
Bedford, also found the same type of relationship in studying a linear 
resistance 2-port. This is reported in a C of A Internal Technical 
Note - dated 11th April, 19610 



APPENDIX ifF" 

1. 


2. 

3. 

EXTRA=~ALACTIC RED SHIFT..... _.--:::_.."'.;0.= 

A detailed study shows that the dtspla:::ement of nebular 
spectra in general ::,onsist cf i;wo seta of displcH~ements superimposed:

a) 	 Random displacements in eithar diree,tiono 

b) 	 Systematic displacements which are invariably towards the 
red end of the spectrum. 

The random displacements indicate random motion, half the 
nebulae, on average, advancing towards us and half receding from us. 
At a distance of a few million light years these random displacements 
become insignificant compared with the systematic displacement towards 
the red. Humason and Hubble discovered the remarkable law, known as 
HUbble/s Law, that the amount of systematic displacement is proportional 
to the distance separating the nebula and the observer o The law is 
SO ~xact that it provides the most reliable method for estimating the 
distance of the most remote nebulae o Whether the systematic displacement 
is really caused by a motion of recession or separation is unknown, 
although most cosmologists have now accepted this postulate. ( The 
association of the causes of the random and systematic displacements 
has a powerful effect on deductions~ ) If this is true, these recession 
velocities are remarkably large in the case of those nebulae which are 
at the limits of observation. Velocities which are appreciable 
fractions of the speed of light are now being ascribed to newly 
discovered nebulae as more powerful telescopes become available. 

However, many doubts have been expressed as to the validity 
of the explanation of recession and the expanding Universe (Ref. 13). 
Many cosmologists and physicists accept the fact that some other 
mechanism could account for this effect ~.. some mechanism which 
classical electromagnetic theory fails to disclose; like its failure 
to disclose the particle structure of the Universe Q Such a mechanism 
is now at our disposalo The new theory iS$ therefore, submitted 
as providing, inter alia~ an alternative to the theory of the 
expandi.ng Universe for explaining extra=galactic red shift. 

The recession theory is based on the Doppler effect (Christiaan 
Doppler, 1842) whereby a SOUT08 moving relative to an observer produces 
an effective change in the period of the signal given by: 

±:i c V~ 

1: 	 = 
c 

but te> ).0 ::. C and E= hf in general 

..... 
E' V hf' 	 t(>--..:!- "" 	 :- + ;:" .. C =JAE:u U hfo fa t V 

where V ::: 	 phase velocity 
group velooityv = 

/2 .... 

http:expandi.ng
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3. 	 Continued••• 

whence V :: c.. + Vs (in this~a5e) 

and the apparent separation velocity is 

as derived from the analysis in the body of this paper. 

4. 	 Hubble/s Constant which, unfortuna.tely, has varied appreciably 
over the years, is currently quoted as about75 kilometres per 
second per million parsecs (1 parsec; 3:263 Light Years and 1 LoY. 
= 9.5 x 1cf2 kilometres)e This yields a reciprocal Hubble Constant. 

H
-I = 40133 x 1cf-7 seconds 

distanceand t' == :: 

appa.rent recession velocity 


This constant is measured over a wide range of wavelengths and it 
is known that 

constant (fora given distance) 

for all wavelengths, including radio wavelengths. Hence the 
requirement: 

= VI. constant (for a given distance)
C 000(7) 

where 	 v s = 

Multiplying top and bottom of equation 7 by to yields 

u -c - V');(v/ = ...L c Co- A 

5. 	 Now if Vs(u), Vs(,,) and t are constants, the distance J must 
also be a constanta What is it? Over what distance must a 
comparison be made between the two competing theories? 'Nhat is the 
apparent recession velocity v ~ c in terms of the ,physical reality 
of the infra-'plasma? It is necessary to think s~ewhat differently 
about distant sourceso From the electrical engirfeering point of 
view it is always asswned that the frequency of th-e current and 
voltage at all points of a network is uniquely determined by the 
frequency of the primary generator connected to ito Perhaps by 
inference it has also been asswned that~ in general/the frequency 
of '!Light" or other radiation is determined by the original signal 
source for all time and all Spa{\~0 Is th:i s valid? It is known 
that many of the original sources of light J now being received, 
may no longer existo Some, i.n far.;t, disintegrated long before 



6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

this planet was formed. What :;ou":rc;;3 t,;"1::~ trB!.~U€n!,'y cf an expanding 

sphere of light waves after the origjn'3,l 6()UT "'~fj oease to exist? 

What is the frequency standard built :l,nt.:: ;3 light wave or photon? 

The answer to this question was pr;)\TId.E'd by Cbrist:u:..ar. Huygens 

(1629 - 1645) .. 


Huygen's principle may be stated ad iol1,iws ~, 

(Ref. 1) - "Consider a wave-front or J ~,:,~s of' dJst.urbance as it 
exists at a definite instant to ; then each surface element of the 
wavefront may be regarded as the so~r~~ of a 8econd~ry wave, which, 
in a homogeneous, isotropic~ medium will be propagated outwards 
from the source or surfac e element j,n the form of a sphere whose 
radius at any subsequent instant t is pr")portional to t - t d 

and the wavefront which represents the whole disturbance at the 
instant t is simply the envelope of all the seoondary waves which 
arise from the various surface elements of t.he original wave front". 
The introduction of this principle enabled Huygens to succeed where 

: contemporary wave theoris ts had failed in a(;hieving the explanation 
of refraction and reflectiono This was later fully justified 
by Fresnell. 

The wavefront is, therefore~ continually re~born as it 
progresses and the memory exists 2~,_ jn the aather" 'vacuum, 
or infra-plasma which conveys ito If',. as this analysis suggests, 
the vacuum is dispersive (if only Trsry slightly) then the photon 
"runs down" in frequency and increases J.ts wavelength as it progresses 
in a manner only dependent on the distanc;€' ,::'mrered o This process 
can continue without limit and is a linear function of distance, 
unlike the expanding Universe theory, whi::::h ;::ou.ld not~ presumably, 
cO':llltenance a recession velocity greater than t:he velocity of light 
c. 

The li.'1li t to which the run~down. pro/,ess :.orJ.ti.nuel is the ) 

wavelength of the sma.llest partl(,.le J.n tne Uri.l.ver.::le l ~::= kc 

which is assumed to be the gravilon~ of cour'se~ to 

confirmation. At this stage the re;nai.ning energy is «oH,pled back 

into the vacuum stat.e, but the original phni~,}n may fail to reach 

this limit by beir!g a.bsorbed at rome hi gh""r f'requenr.y Hence there
c 

is a continuous energy cir,~ula'tio;:,v 

The present theory explaina wi(y t.he !J..lght tlky is not a blaze of 

light from all the stars in ti.e Universe bE'0aUSe Lhe criginal light 

photons eventually n run down!l to theradiCt freguer1f'Y speotrum and 

below, as cosmic noise energy.. 


http:partl(,.le
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APPENDIX "G" 

ELECTRON/MUON MTD ELECTRON/MUON NEUTRINOS RELATIONSHIPS 

1. 	 Throughout this study the natural frequency of the infra-plasma 
has been associated with the Zitterbewegung frequency of the electron 
( W ). In fact the e1ectron/positron are the result of the dispersiveL 

resonance in the infra-plasma (the centre frequency of the dispersion 
and absorption curves - e.g. Ref. 8, pages 325, 327). It is, 
therefore, desirable to clarify the relationship between electrons 
and u-mesons (muons), also the similar relationship between the 
electron neutrino and the muon neutrino. Apart from a single 
quantum which serves to distinguish between ve and v~ , present 
knowledge is consistent with the assumption that all properties 
of these two particles are the same. Such apparent duplication 
is as mysterious here as it is in the familiar case of electron 
and muon (Ref. 14). 

2. 	 The Pauli Exclusion Principle, governing the group behaviour 
of all elementary particles possessing spin ..It f\ (Fermions) has an 
important effect on the behaviour of a group of 'particles confined 
in a limited volume such as an atom, crystal or plasma. Such an 
assembly is often called a particle "sea" or "gas", but because of 
the exclusion principle, its properties are quite different in many 
respects from those of an ordinary gas. Consider a group of N 
particles occupying a volume V. On average each particle will 
occupy a volume ~ and in order to be confined to a region of 
this size it is necessary that the partic1e /s de Broglie wave
packet be of this order in dimensions, namely 

). 0< (~rt ••• (1) 

thue the average momenta of the particles will be about 

••• (2) 

which corresponds to an average kinetic energy of 

~ (.t!....) t/\of-	 ••• (3)1""'" V 

and this shows that, because of the finite value of h , any attempt 
to increase the density of such a plasma either by increasing N or 
by reducing V will result in the raising of energy and momentum of the 
particles. 

3. 	 For partio1estrave11ing at approximately the speed of light 
with respect to the laboratory frame of reference, the particle 
appears as a polarized disc in virtueof Lorentz contraction 
(Ref. 10, p. 228 - Schwinger radiation) so that the volume available 
for the de Broglie wave-paoket is cylindrioa1 instead of spherical. 
The mean free path is 

p 

12••• 
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3. 	 Continued••• 

where r =collision radius, 

and the de Broglie wave has ~vo degrees of freedom:

a) Axially - a straight path length R.: At. 

b) Circumferentially - half the circumference by diffraction 
resulting from normal incidence - ~,: lr"" 

:. it r'l. £ ::e rr A/ ;: 1.3 
= .y 

~ IT' N oe.(5) 

4. 	 The equation for the natural plasma frequencY~fas given in 
Ref. 12, and Ref. 8, page 327, can be re-written in the form 

eo .(6) 

where t: ::: dielectric constant· (t = I in e.s.u.) 

::: charge density 


Eliminating ~between 5 and 6 


••• (7) 

where A,o is the de Broglie/Compton wavelength of the plasma 
particle whose mass is ~o 

h-Io C ••• (8) 

hut 

is the Classical radius of the partiole 

I ..t ) .::. at. t is the Compton radius of the eleotron 

\WltC. 


80 that 

••• (9) 

but, 	for the partiole, I.e for the eleotron 

/3••• 
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4. 	 Continued••• 

,..." e. M" c. 
'l.. X )a. 0 ::. ( rYlo C 1. -t, e 

••• (10) 

provided the charge e is the same as for the electron, which is 
true for all particles of mas s greater than Me 

1. 	 'l..... 31 rr-~a~; = 	 ': 0<.. ttef'(~coo )O,e 	
••• (11) 

and 	 :: 1'2.ilt(ace )~ 
at:o 

= ( ::~) 1 -0<. 

and = 
••• (12) 

When ap~lied to the i~a-plasma, the equation for the natural 
frequency (6) does not change because both the charge-to-mass 
ratio and the average charge density remain the ~ame (e decreases 
but N increases proportionately). The previous analysis, therefore, 
holds except for the value of the Fine Structure Constant 0( , 

which is reduced as follows: I 

/ 'L 

0( I : ':;.
e (J PI e ) t /P/le:(=1:(." 	 ~ ••• (13) 

so that equation 12 becomes: 

'l2rr'L(W\ )~ I ;:

~: I PI'!. IPI 20 Q( 	 ••• (14) 

but, from the new theory 

me IP, .:- rn ve 

.. (~) 1. :' 

Mvt ••• (15) 

and it appears that ~6zn1~t(muon ±) so that by induction 

m/'itlPI 	:: ~)/.... 

and equation 12 is restored, having multiplied top and bottom by IPI L 

/4... 
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8. 	 Continued••• 

(rn~f) l :. = 	 ••• (16) 

6. 	 The negative energy eleotron, therefore, appears to be 
associated with a negative energy plasma of~r mesons (muons). 
Similarly, the negative energy eleotron neutrino is associated 
with a negative energy plasma of muon neutrinos. 


